
NAPPY MATTERS 

Day 0-1 

Day 2-3 

WEE’S 
One or more wet nappies 
POO’S 
At least two Black, tarry, 
sticky poo, (meconium) 

WEE’S 
Two or more wet nappies 
POO’S 
At least two greeny / brown 

Day 4 

WEE’S 
Four or more wet nappies, 
getting heavier 
POO’S 
At least two yellow poos, at 
least the size of £2 coin  

WEE’S 
Six or more wet nappies, 
getting heavier 
POO’S  
At least two yellow poos, at 
least the size of £2 coin 

Day 5-6    
onwards 

Breastfed babies’ poo is loose and grainy/
seedy  

Formula fed babies’ poo is much firmer 
Because it shows  your baby is getting 

enough milk formula fed babies’ poo is much 
firmer. 
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Feeding your baby               
 
Responsive Feeding 

Feed your baby when you notice early hunger signals: rapid 
eye movements, stirring, facial movements wriggling, root-
ing /hand sucking. Later signs are: crying, which can feel 
more stressful, so you might want to try calming baby first before feeding with 
gentle finger sucking. After the birth feed, try offering a second feed around 6 
hours, and follow baby’s cues after that.  

Keep your baby near you at all times so you will be able to meet your baby’s 
needs for food and comfort. Mothers release milk in response to the smell 
and touch of their babies. Lots of eye contact, singing and stroking encour-
ages brain development and creates strong emotional connections and feel-
ings of security for babies. Holding your baby in direct skin- to- skin contact 
helps boost your hormones, which promote milk delivery and encourage ba-
by to breastfeed. However, there may be circumstances when this is unsafe if 
you feel too sleepy to monitor your baby. Make sure you can see your baby’s 
face and that his nose is free, keep pillows and blankets well away from the 
head. 

If you are breastfeeding then remember to feed your baby to comfort 
you and your baby, and when your breasts feel full. Try lying back with your 
baby in an upright position in skin to skin contact and see if your baby will self
-attach. 

Or you can lead the latch by using your thumb on the edge of your are-
olar and slide your nipple forward onto the roof of baby’s mouth. Either way 
ensure that your baby is held in line, close to you and with your nipple oppo-
site baby’s nose just teasing above baby’s top lip. Allow baby’s head to tip 
back slightly as you bring baby onto the breast when you notice baby’s wide 
gape. See the “Mothers and Others Guide” for pictures on how to latch 
effectively and “Off to the Best Start” booklet https://www.unicef.org.uk/
babyfriendly/baby-friendly-resources/leaflets-and-posters/off-to-the-best-start/ 

If you are formula feeding then feed according to the baby’s cues using 
the paced feeding method. Follow the “Responsive Bottle Feeding guid-
ance” from First Steps Nutrition https://www.unicef.org.uk/babyfriendly/
wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/10/simple-formula-guide.pdf and the Unicef 
Start4Life booklet “Guide to Bottle Feeding”, https://www.unicef.org.uk/
babyfriendly/baby-friendly-resources/leaflets-and-posters/guide-to-bottle-
feeding/)   

Remember to ask for help so that you can feel more confident in your 
feeding method by the time you go home  

NB (Some babies will need to be fed on a schedule (8 feeds in each 24 

hours) because they are small or premature or due to a medical reason, you 

will be advised if this is the case for your baby) 
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